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ASC Raises Concerns with USGBC’s 4th Revision to LEED

May 31, 2012 – Bethesda, MD – The Adhesive and Sealant Council (ASC) has submitted comments requesting elimination of two of the new proposed material credits in the United States Green Building Council’s (USGBC) latest effort to revise its LEED 2012 building rating system.

In particular the Council questioned the practicality of a new material resource credit that would measure US products sold in North America by their ability to meet the qualifications set up by the European Chemicals Agency (ECHA) under their REACH program.

“It is ludicrous that the USGBC expects U.S. manufacturers to comply with a European regulatory program when companies are selling most of these products into North American building construction markets,” said Mark Collatz, ASC’s director of government relations. “Aside from the fact that the USGBC apparently wants U.S. companies to be governed by European laws, from a practical perspective under this proposal some adhesives and sealants could be eliminated from credit consideration simply do not market their products into Europe.”

“We have seen three drafts of USGBC LEED 2012 before the 4th revision, and none of the previous drafts mentioned REACH in any way, shape or form,” added Collatz. “With the inclusion of REACH within the 4th revision of LEED, it is clear that the process USGBC uses to draft revisions is either completely broken or advancing an EU-centric approach to science that does not include any input from industry. Only USGBC knows that answer, as the entire process is closed, does not allow for any formal input, and relies only on internal knowledge, even though the ultimate document that gets voted on is used by Federal, State and local agencies, including the single largest builder of offices, the Federal Government’s General Services Administration.”

ASC has also raised a red flag with a “Material Ingredient Listing” credit that would require building material manufacturers to list chemicals identified by the Clean Production Action’s Green Screen,
which represents a variety of lists of chemicals with no rank of specific priorities of concern, and that was developed without industry input.

“This approach would result in building specifiers, who may lack expertise in chemical hazard issues, comparing competing products by the fewest number of chemicals listed. The result could be a less environmentally preferable product,” noted Collatz. “That is not a science-based decision making process, and there is no transparency in how the “screen” was developed and inserted into the USGBC LEED draft.”

Beyond its most recent comments to USGBC, ASC is continuing to work with a coalition of other concerned associations and companies to make the U.S. Congress, several federal agencies and state government agencies aware of the disruptive effect the present LEED 2012 proposal would have on U.S. manufacturers of build construction materials.

To view all of ASC comments to the LEED 2012 4th Revision, click here.

For further information regarding this activity, please contact ASC staff members Mark Collatz (301/986-9700 ext. 112) or Steve Duren (ext. 105).
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The Adhesive and Sealant Council (ASC) is a North American trade association dedicated to representing the adhesive and sealant industry. The Council is comprised of 120 adhesive and sealant manufacturers, raw material and equipment suppliers, distributors and industry consultants, representing more than 75% of the U.S. industry with operations around the world. Offering education, legislative advocacy, professional networking and business growth solutions for its members, the ASC is the center of knowledge and catalyst for industry growth on a global basis for manufacturers, suppliers and end users. For more information about ASC, visit www.ascouncil.org.
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